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Nokia Technologies Announces Withings Thermo Available on July 19th
First-in-class WiFi Temporal Themometer available exclusively at Apple and Withings
July 19, 2016 – CAMBRIDGE, MA - Withings, a part of the Nokia family, announced today that
the new Thermo WiFi thermometer will launch exclusively at Apple.com and Apple retail stores
in the U.S. on July 19. Thermo will join the Withings Body Cardio connected Scale, the Wireless
Blood Pressure Monitor and the Aura Smart Sleep System, at Apple. With this launch Withings
will provide customers access to an ecosystem of connected health products.
The new, dedicated Thermo app reports body temperature to Apple's Health app for iPhone, to
expand the industry-leading range of health data Withings already provides to Apple Health.
Thermo
Thermo is the first non-intrusive, WiFi thermometer available on the market. Thanks to its
patented HotSpotTM Sensor technology, Thermo’s 16 infrared sensors take over 4,000
measurements to find the hottest point on the forehead, to provide users with an accurate
body temperature reading in just two seconds. Once the measurement is taken, Thermo
automatically synchronizes with the Withings Thermo app and the Apple Health app, so they
can better track the health of their whole family. And with in-app advice provided by Thermia, a
service from Boston Children’s Hospital, users can easily access advice and feel empowered to
manage the health of their loved ones. Thermo, which will be available for $99.95 (SRP), is an
FDA-cleared device.
Availability
“Withings and the Nokia Technologies team are excited to launch Thermo exclusively at Apple.
With the launch of Thermo, we are reasserting our commitment to the future of
health, revolutionizing the way people view fever management,” says Cedric Hutchings, Vice
President of Digital Health at Nokia Technologies.
Thermo is immediately available at Apple.com and Apple retail stores in the U.S. For more
information please visit Withings.com.
About Withings
Withings, part of the Nokia family, leads the connected health revolution. We invent beautiful,
smart products and services that help people become happier and healthier. Founded by
visionary innovators Cédric Hutchings and Eric Carreel in 2009, Withings was acquired by Nokia
Technologies in May 2016, and will accelerate innovation in the digital health space.
The award-winning range of Withings products built across the health spectrum includes activity
trackers (Withings Pulse, Activité and Go), the Wi-Fi scale and health station (Body Cardio), the
Wireless Blood Pressure Monitor, the security camera with air quality sensors (Withings Home),
the smart temporal thermometer (Withings Thermo) and an advanced sleep system (Withings
Aura). Every piece of collected data comes to life in Withings applications where users can find
coaching, motivation, and insights to shape key aspects of their health.
About Nokia Technologies
Nokia Technologies is Nokia's advanced technology and licensing business. Formed in 2014,
TECH builds upon our solid foundation of industry-leading licensing and technology R&D

capabilities. By focusing on Digital Health, Digital Media, Brand Licensing and Patent Licensing,
TECH is expanding the human possibilities of the ever-evolving world of technology.
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